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Gain-Optimized Self-Resonant Meander Line
Antennas for RFID Applications

Gaetano Marrocco

Abstract—New meander line antennas with improved gain are
proposed as low-profile self-resonant tags for application in passive
radio frequency identification. Antenna shape and size is optimized
by genetic algorithm taking into account the conductor losses. Ex-
amples are presented for application at 869 MHz with antennas of
different materials and sizes.

Index Terms—Genetic algorithms, miniaturized antenna, small
antenna, transponders.

I. INTRODUCTION

RADIO frequency identification (RFID) of objects and
people and remote control of devices has become very

popular in logistics, inventory management and bio-engi-
neering applications [1]. Data are contactless transferred to
a local querying system (reader) from a remote transponder
(tag) including the antenna and a microchip transmitter. A
suitable antenna for the tag must have low cost, low profile,
and especially small size, whereas the bandwidth requirement
(a few kilohertz) is less critical. In passive tag systems, the
querying signal coming from the reader must have enough
power to activate the tag microchip, perform data processing
and transmit back a modulated string up to the required reading
range (typically 0.3–1 m). Since the maximum effective
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of the reader is constrained to
local regulations, high-gain tags are required to increase the
reading range. Additionally, to simplify the matching network
and obtain low-cost tags, the antenna should be self resonant.

In the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band, especially below
1 GHz, meander line antennas (MLA) are an attractive choice
for the purpose of reducing the tag sizes. As proposed in [2],
folding the elements in a meander produces a wire configura-
tion with both capacitive and inductive reactance, which mutu-
ally cancel. Resonances are therefore produced at much lower
frequencies than in the case of straight wire antenna of the same
height at the expense of narrow bandwidth and low gain, espe-
cially when the antenna surface needs to be contained in a few
centimeter-side square (less than to label small ob-
jects).

This paper discusses the design of gain-optimized MLA by
means of genetic algorithms (GA) and investigates on the in-
fluence of the wire conductivity on the optimized shape of the
antenna. Following preliminary results in [3], it will be shown
that, for a fixed height, a standard MLA with regular meanders
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Fig. 1. Scheme for nonuniform MLA with indication of parameters to be
optimized. Only half antenna is visible.

does not exhibit the optimum gain especially when the con-
ductor losses can not be neglected and that the GA-optimized
shapes with lossless wires are greatly different from the opti-
mized antenna involving real conductors. It will be also proved
that the optimized MLA shape converges to a top-loaded dipole
as the available height increases.

II. EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN OF MLAS

With reference to Fig. 1, the parameters of a symmetric rect-
angular are: the number of turns, the length of the
horizontal ( and ) and vertical ( and ) segments
of the th turn and the length of the central segments and

. The commonly used configuration is the uniform MLA
(U-MLA), which is a particular geometry described by only
three parameters— , , and —hereafter
denoted as U- . The most general symmetrical
nonuniform is singled out by param-
eters.

Design curves for self-resonant U- can be easily ob-
tained by setting the height and then iteratively tuning the
width to have the antenna at resonance. For example,
Fig. 2 shows the tuning curves for copper wire U-MLAs where
the method of moments [4] has been used for antenna modeling.
As expected, higher order antennas (N 1) have a smaller res-
onant width since the wire is folded along a greater number of
turns within a small area. Moreover, the gain becomes lower for
increasing but approaches the gain of a straight dipole as the
height increases.

Up to the first antenna resonance, the currents on the adjacent
horizontal segments of the MLA have opposite phase. These
transmission line currents do not give valuable contribution
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Fig. 2. (a) Design curve for small copper U-MLA. (b) Maximum gain for
resonant U-MLA versus the height H for different meanders.

to the radiated power, but they nevertheless produce losses.
In particular, a lot of power is wasted close to the antenna
center, where the current reaches highest values. The radiation
resistance is therefore mainly affected by the vertical segments
and, hence, as shown in [5], by the antenna total vertical height
relative to the resonant wavelength. On the contrary, the loss
resistance is primarily determined by the wire diameter and
by the total wire length. For a fixed maximum available area

, the optimum gain is therefore expected to be
achieved with that antenna design having the highest radiation
resistance and the smallest total wire length. The above opti-
mization problem, involving a tradeoff between miniaturization
with self resonance (long wire length) and loss minimization
(short wire length), requires all the vertical and horizontal
segments to be independently designed and can be efficiently
handled by the GA approach that has been widely used as an
electromagnetic design tool [6]. For the actual problem, the
length of each segment of the MLA is encoded into 7 bits and
each antenna is solved by the method of moment, provided that
the minimum segment length is , which still
permits to perform stable electromagnetic analysis. For each

th antenna of the GA population at the th generation, the
following fitness function is then evaluated:

(1)

where , , are the th antenna height, maximum gain
and input reactance, respectively. Parameters have been chosen
as: , (maximum gain of half-
wavelength perfect conductor dipole), . The fitness
function converges to as the antenna gain equals ,
the height equals and the antenna is at resonance.

III. MLA FOR 869-MHz APPLICATIONS

Some numerical experiments are reported at 869 MHz (a
typical European frequency for RFID devices) for 0.1 mm
wire MLA. A first optimized design set refers to antennas
with maximum allowed size , ,
typical of book barcodes. The following wire conductivities
have been considered: (perfect electric conductor),

(good conductor: copper) and
(poor conductor: a metallo-organic conducting ink [7]). A rel-
evant parameter for these antennas is the activation range

, which is the distance from the
reader where the tag collects enough power to activate the mi-
crochip transmitter. has been computed for an

Fig. 3. Optimization results at 869 MHz, for MLA , with sizes (in cm) not
exceeding H = W = 4 cm. Copper U-MLA in the first column. The
circles indicate the source points.

Fig. 4. Optimization results (sizes in cm) at 869 MHz for MLA .

(highest value allowed by European regulations) and chip input
power [1].

Optimization results, with weight , ,
, are shown in Fig. 3 for antennas and in

Fig. 4 for antennas. The copper U-MLAs obtained
by curves of Fig. 2 are also reported for reference. It can be
noted that the optimum usage of the wire current and the space
occupation is different and it is strongly related to the wire
conductivity as it is visible from the different shapes. Loss-
less-wire antennas are the shortest ones and exhibit nearly the
same gain as a half wavelength dipole, with size reduction factor

of about 23%. Lossy conductor
MLAs tend to fill all the available area and their horizontal seg-
ments originating transmission line stubs are shorter close to
the source in order to minimize the transmission line current,
which does not contribute to radiation. In comparison with the
U-MLA of the same order, the optimized copper antennas show
a gain enhancement of 0.3 dB and 1 dB
and consequently the reading range has been improved by about
3 cm and 5 cm , respectively. The total wire
length is similar for NU-MLA of the same order and ranges
between 0.6 and 0.67 . The input impedance is
for the copper-wire antenna and it is close to the load impedance
of commonly used microchip transmitters [1]. Although not an
optimization parameter, the bandwidth has been improved by
about 10% in moving from copper U- to the optimized
NU- since the latter tends to occupy more space.

To discuss the performances of optimized self-resonant
copper MLAs of a same size, two new design sets have been
produced (Fig. 5) having fixed the available size to that of two
U- with and

, respectively. The following optimization
weights in (1) favor gain maximization: , ,

. A top-loaded dipole (“C” antenna) tuned by
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Fig. 5. Optimized antennas with the same size (W,H in cm) of two U-MLA . A top loaded dipole is also shown for comparison. R and R are radiation and
loss resistances, respectively. The gain of the two U-MLA s are 0.30 dB (H = 4 cm) and 0.81 dB (H = 5 cm).

Fig. 6. Copper-wire GA-optimized NU-MLA antennas for different maximum available areas H �H (dashed shapes). The gain of the corresponding
U-MLA antennas are also reported.

some foldings, which is a simple way to miniaturize a dipole,
has been also considered for reference. While no sensible
improvement over the U- has been appreciated in
optimized NU- , better performances have been obtained
with NU- . It is possible to verify that the antenna loss
increases with the wire length while the radiation resistance is
higher in those designs with prevalent vertical shape near the
voltage source, where the current peaks (e.g. the NU-
and the top-loaded dipole). Therefore, having fixed the antenna
height, the radiation resistance depends on “how effective”
is the current usage in the wire path. The highest radiation
resistance is that of the top-loaded dipole whose central vertical
segment has the longest length which is permitted in the
available space. However, the wire length of this antenna and,
hence, the loss resistance are the highest. Accordingly, the gain
is lower than that of the U- . The best antennas, in the
sense of (1), are the NU- which show the best tradeoff
between wire length minimization and best current utilization.
The gain improvement over the two U- has been of about
0.2 dB in both the considered sizes. It is interesting to note that
above results partially disagree with what stated in [5], e.g., that
the radiation resistances of shaped dipoles of fixed height are
similar, independent of antenna geometry and total wire length.

Nevertheless, no information about the antenna horizontal size
is given in that paper.

Finally, to further investigate on the ability of the GA opti-
mization to enhance MLA gain, some more designs have been
performed for different maximum size ranging
from to . As depicted in Fig. 6, the GA-op-
timization is as much effective over the uniform MLA as the
maximum available area decreases. For sizes smaller that

a antenna has been considered to obtain self
resonance. As the available space increases, the antenna tuning
requires shorter horizontal segments, mainly localized at the
wire’s ends to minimize losses. The MLAs therefore converge
to a single-fold top-loaded dipole which, as discussed above,
has the best current utilization.

IV. CONCLUSION

Miniaturized self-resonant meander-line antennas have been
designed by GA optimization. It has been numerically experi-
enced that: 1) the optimum usage of the wire current is strongly
related to the wire loss strength; 2) for a fixed maximum
available space, optimized NU-MLAs perform better than
same-order U-MLAs (up to 1-dB gain improvement for copper
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wire); 3) same order MLAs (uniform and optimized) of same
size exhibit similar performances, while gain enhancement is
possible by adding further degrees of freedom, e.g. by higher
order NU-MLAs; and 4) in all the considered cases, optimized
MLAs perform better than top-loaded dipoles having the same
size. This class of antennas may be useful as an extremely small
tag for radiofrequency identification applications involving a
reading range of about 0.5 m and with a bandwidth of a few
megahertz.
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